I would like to start by thanking everyone who donated in the June fund drive. It is was the best response ever, telling me my numbers and influence must be continuing to rise, despite heavy interference from Big Tech, especially Google. Also interference from Air Force, as my science readers know. When I lived in Taos, this Air Force interference came out of Kirtland AFB in Albuquerque, but since I blew the Jan. 6 event, pinning it on Air Force, and moved out of Taos, interference has shifted up the chain of command, probably coming from the Pentagon itself. They are now directly suppressing sunspot numbers, to make it look like my Cycle 25 predictions are not coming true. That plot is failing, like all their other ones, since even with their fudging it is clear to everyone in the field who is awake that I am the first one to ever predict a Solar Cycle.

I would also like to report that I just published 98 papers in the first six months of 2022, writing 82 of them myself. I wrote 65 for the art site and 17 for the science site. I believe that is a personal best.

And in other news, I would like to report that one of my guest writers, who wrote most recently about vaccines, has hit the big time on that topic, being quoted by a sitting US Senator. Josh Guetzkow, now writing for Substack and The Defender, was footnoted three times by Senator Ron Johnson of Wisconsin in a recent letter to CDC director Walensky. So we congratulate Josh on his success and penetration and wish him the best in this fight against vaccines.

And speaking of vaccines, remember how Elmo got the vaccine recently, in Sesame Street's bid to murder their audience of tots? Well, BabylonBee just reported he died of myocarditis in one of their best stories of the year.

And in still other news, we can write off the murder of the female Texas cyclist with four words: Women-are-Pigs Project. Or one word: Fake. This folds neatly into the Roe v. Wade created mess going on right now, and is obviously meant to split the sexes by making heterosexual relationships too dangerous to get involved in. If your boyfriend doesn't kill or injure you, his ex-girlfriend will. Or so you are meant to think. For proof it is fake, compare the photo of Armstrong after her arrest and before.
You will say she just quit coloring and curling her hair. No, look at her chin. Not even close. Look at her nostrils and tip of her nose. Not even close.

**July 6: And in other news,** I have previously told you Elon Musk is fake in all ways, but the sham continues. He claims to be 6’2”, but isn’t over 5’10”. Almost all photos of him online are of him alone or with one woman. They recently released a picture of him and his four sons with Pope Francis. It is also fake, since Francis is listed as 5’ 9” but looks 5’ 0”. Musk is also supposed to have had two more babies with a co-worker, right before having a baby with Canadian musician Grimes. They admit the
kid with Grimes was from a surrogate. They allegedly named her Exa Dark Siderael. Musk allegedly also has a two-year-old son with Grimes that they named X AE A-Xii. No, really. I am not making that up. Didn't know it until today. Grimes has said Musk doesn't live like a billionaire. You don't say! Confirming what I have said in previous papers: like Zuckerberg, he isn't. They are just Intelligence fronts. Musk is now supposed to be dating 29-year-old Australia actress Natasha Bassett, though they have never been seen together. The article announcing their relationship didn't even have a photo to use. I don't buy any of this stuff, as you know. I don't even think Musk is straight. If he has any kids it was done in a test tube.

Another fake relationship I tripped across in researching this paper was Machine Gun Kelly and Megan Fox. I don't buy this one, either, since Megan Fox is gay and has admitted enjoying bringing many young women out of the closet. Both extremely nasty people, so I don't know why anyone cares what either of them is up to. The only reason we have to look at them in the media is because the Phoenicians want to mess you up. That is what it is all about. In general, the more messed you are the more money you spend on crap you don't need.

Another fake story is the one hitting headlines today about the hippie mother and father who supposedly starved their one-year-old by not feeding him meat. What? We see the usual clue in the title: the kid was 18 months old. Aces and eights. He was being fed fruits, vegetables, and breast milk, so I don't see what the problem was. Are we supposed to believe one-year-olds still being breast fed need lots of steak? This story comes right out of the beef lobby. I'm not a vegetarian, but I know people of all ages live as vegetarians without any problem. Even professional athletes do it.

This is obviously part of the squabble between cattle ranchers and Bill Gates. Gates and other NWO assholes are pushing fake meat, bugs, and vegetarianism, which will never fly. But the ranchers don't need to stoop to Gates' level by making up stories.

For another fake story, we come to the Delta airlines offer of $10,000 cash to give up a seat on their flight from Grand Rapids to Minneapolis. We are told this was a normal overbooking error and the attempt to avoid conflict, but that isn't believable. You don't offer $10,000 for a $200 ticket. You offer $400 and a hotel room. So something is going on here we aren't being told. For myself, I would guess some bigwig had technical trouble with his private jet and knew someone at Delta, who promised to get him on this flight so he could make a tee time in Minneapolis. Since money is no object with these people, he told them to keep raising the offer until it was accepted.

The new mass shooting at a gay bar in Oslo, Norway, is also fake. I have someone in Norway working on it and will have a report in the next few weeks. But we can already connect it to the Breivik/Utoya fake, since many of the same Labor party creeps are involved. At that link you can see that Eskil Pedersen was there. He just happens to be the guy that scuppered the ferry at Utoya, preventing police from reaching the island. Utoya survivor Eivind Rindal is also giving interviews, since he was also there. Pedersen admits many “survivors” of Utoya were in this gay bar that night. What an amazing
coincidence! Notice this also proves my guess in the Breivik paper that a lot of these people, including Breivik, were gay. They are all actors.

I held this paper a couple of days because I had a feeling something would happen on July 4, and sure enough, another big fake shooting in Chicago just hit the front pages. One of the actors there said, “when will it be enough!”, and I second that emotion. When will the public have enough of these fake events? When will the public just say “NO!” and walk up and start kicking these crisis actors laying on the ground covered in fake blood? That's what some people did in 1966 at the UT Tower shooting, you know, though they mostly cover it up now. In my research there I discovered that some on the ground knew it was fake at the time, and they went up to the people lying on the ground pretending to be dead and told them to get up and quit faking. And amazingly, there is video of that, and of the people on the ground getting up and running off after lying there for many minutes. We are now told they were pretending to be dead to fool the rifleman, but that isn't what it looks like to me.

I encourage people on the ground everywhere to be on the alert for these events. They are coming to your hometown. When they do, spit in their faces. Tell these CIA actors to get up and go home. And don't be bluffe into thinking you will be prosecuted for questioning these events, since the prosecutions are fake as well. Jim Fetzer and Alex Jones have been involved in fake lawsuits, to scare you off from questioning these events, but it is all another bluff. There are no laws against questioning events or calling out agents as agents. It is your duty as an honest citizen, protecting your fellow citizens from this gaslighting.

Just hours in and the story already makes no sense. At first we were told the gunman escaped. Now we are told they know who it is and they even have a license plate and a car to look for. But if he escaped, how could they know that within hours? He was either seen or not. If he had been seen, someone would have tackled him when he ran out of ammunition. If he wasn't seen, well, he is gone. The guy wouldn't climb into a nearby car, exactly for that reason. It has plates, identifying him. He would use gloves, ditch the gun or break it down, and walk calmly to another part of town, making several detours to be sure he wasn't followed. At that point it is over. And he wouldn't have to be a genius to do that. Anyone who has watched a few Hollywood movies knows that. But he has to be found for the plot. For the story to work as it should he will have to be some standard flavor of nutjob, to fit into the current narrative. He will probably be a white male rightwing extremist, targeting blacks or Jews or women or trannies or something. We will see his booking photo in a MAGA hat and phoenix pin.

In fact, we already have preliminary indications the script of this particular event will center on illegal aliens, since at least three Mexicans were targeted, with at least one killed. So the Hispanic voters appear to be the target of this psyop. They are trying to move Hispanic voters back to the Democratic Party, you see. This following recent news of Hispanic districts in Texas and elsewhere going Republican for the first time ever. Seems like they should have staged this in Texas, but they just staged an event in Uvalde and didn't want to double up in South Texas so soon.

So I guess we can expect to see these events ramp up even more between now and the mid-term elections, since the current governors are beyond desperate. Their only hope to avoid a 90-seat turnover in the House is to find some way to blackwash Trump and the Republicans. It looks like they will pull out all the stops to do that, having the CIA and DHS work overtime composing these fake events. Unfortunately, the events usually backfire, and I predict more of the same. They have to be very
careful, since they are already right on the edge of blowing their own cover completely. 20 or 30% already know these events are fake, and another 30-50% is suspicious and open to the idea. Any major mistake will bring down the whole house of cards. They are admitting that people in the West are losing interest in the fake Ukraine War, so that failed, and even backfired, with most people mocking Biden and his goonsquad for claiming inflation was Putin's fault. Plus, there is nothing they can do about the millions of people dropping dead of the vaccines, and no amount of fake events will be able to hide that. This is a meltdown of Biblical proportions. Couldn't happen to a nicer bunch of people.

Now, just an hour later, they have caught the Chicago shooter:

No, seriously, that is what they decided to go with. Are they blackwashing NASA or SpaceX, or moon landing deniers? Who knows? Who cares? Also this:
Bobby Crimo III. Again, no seriously, that is the name they decided to go with, so I guess the complete fail is here. A criminal named Crimo. That's clever, eh? Note the number 47 on his head, telling us he is CIA. 1947 is year one of the CIA. Of course he has an IMDB page.

His uncle has already been interviewed. Wow, that was fast. Just an hour ago the shooter was unknown and thought to have escaped. Now we have an interview with his uncle, no doubt pre-recorded. Conveniently, they left Crimo's youtube channel up after announcing him as the shooter, and someone named Crabcrawler1 has dowloaded most of his videos onto Twitter. They won't last long, but they will end up at Bitchute, I guess. They all look staged, with Crimo just pretending to be the craziest person ever, but a crazy person with lots of friends in film, graphics, and tech.

The interview with the uncle completely contradicts all the videos posted at youtube by Bobby, since the uncle says there were no signs of problems. Really? The kid looks like that and is posting scary videos to youtube but no one had an idea there were problems? No mental problems or psychological problems, he says. The uncle knew the kid was unemployed and a youtube rapper, but claims he never saw any of the videos. Yeah. This guy has obviously never met the kid. Just some Gomer they hired to act dumb.

Crimo's father had run for mayor of Highland Park, a wealthy suburb of Chicago, and he owns a popular deli. I predict he will end up to be ex-military.

I have just watched those videos and this is just how I called it a few paragraphs above: a complete fail, possibly on purpose. Instead of a rightwing nutjob, he is being sold as leftwing, which indicates this is the opposing team in the battle of spy versus spy. This may be the attempt to FORCE you to realize it is fake. Some faction appears to be force-feeding you the redpill here, telling you something that is absolutely impossible to accept, like a Hollywood script that no one buys. No one, no matter how stupid, could watch this stuff and think it is not staged. He even has his own private schoolroom, complete with secret passages and filled with Phoenician markers. His cartoons are also filled with
Intel numerology, including 47, 33, and all the other stuff we know about. He has an “Oswald slain” first edition paper on his wall.

In one of the videos, he is filming himself at an event at the airport where someone has a huge police escort, possibly Biden. That looks to me like foreshadowing. Crimo is in custody, so he isn't going to assassinate the President, but I see a hint here that story is coming up.

Is all this to guarantee a Republican win in November, pushing the country right, or is it something more than that? I can't help but thinking that it looks like someone is trying to spark a revolution, because once this story collapses, and it must collapse, all the other fakes are going to go down with it. The balloon will finally pop. And what then? Will some faction be able to control the revolution? Do they think they are going to be able to steer it? I don't see how, but I guess we will soon find out. Strap yourself down, because we ain't through this yet. It is just starting to get good, as they say. We are moving to a whole other level.

Crimo's IMDB page says he is worth over $100,000. His professional name is Awake. Get it? His bio there is littered with aces and eights, at least three times in just a few sentences. His song “On My Mind” was allegedly released on October 8, 2018, when he was 18. He began uploading music to the internet when he was 11. A mixtape Observer was released August 10, 2018 on his 18th birthday. But here's a question for you: why does he have an IMDB page at all? This is the Internet Movie Database, and his page says he is just a rapper, with no film projects listed. I will tell you: it is because this Chicago event counts as a movie. We are supposed to believe it is due to a couple of “video shorts” he published on youtube, but do you think everyone with a ten-second video on youtube has an IMDB page? No. This guy is an obvious Intel project, so obvious I have to think they want you to see it.

I also tracked down the strange symbol he uses in his photos and videos.

![Symbol](image)

It is the coat of arms of Hausgereut, now Rheinau, in Germany, but it comes from the Teutonic knights. Hausgereut was run by Philip I Lichtenberg, count of Hanau in the 1400s, and his godfather just happened to be Johann Trier, Commander of the Teutonic Knights of Frankfurt. So this is a signal like that of Trier, which we have seen in previous papers. See my paper on Marx, who was born in Trier, for instance. Also see New Trier HS outside Chicago, which may link to this event in Highland Park. Highland Park is just north of Winnetka, both on the shores of Lake Michigan. Highland Park is only a little less wealthy than Winnetka. New Trier HS is in Winnetka, so my guess is this symbol is linking us to New Trier and the spooks active there. It is nearly impossible that I tripped across Trier here in just a few moments, and New Trier is just south of this fake shooting, without them being connected.

There was also a fake shooting in Sacramento last night. How do I know it was fake? Because it involved Inderkum HS in Natomas, which I have previously outed as a spook feeder. Also because the parents of the victim Najee Grimes, a football coach there, have already given the obligatory smiling
interview, complete with pictures and facemasks and “floral subscriptions” to send his mother flowers randomly, as you do. Who the f*ck gives a TV interview within 12 hours of the murder of their son? Twelve hours! The body isn't even cold and these people are on TV selling new gun laws or something.

Which reminds us of one of Bobby Crimo's famous rap lyrics: *nothing is real.*

More to follow.

**Update July 6:** I forgot to mention. . . Crimo is Jewish:

Pretty obvious, right? Russian Jewish, by the looks of it. Highland Park is famous for its huge Jewish population, admitted to be at least 1/3 of all residents, including many Israelis. *The Times of Israel is trying spin Crimo as anti-Semitic,* but that is just a reversal. They even out their own project by admitting Crimo was seen in a local synagogue wearing a yarmulke, but they expect you to believe he was scoping the place out in disguise. It is the Central Avenue Synagogue, so I guess we know where Crimo davens.
One of the fake victims, Jacki Sundheim, was a senior staffer at a local synagogue—yet another red flag. Probably Mossad in her spare time. She is also listed as being from Highland Park in a people search. Also listed as Jacqueline Lovi and Jacqueline Cirals, 63. Related to Tracy Hartlieb. Related to Ted Cirals of Winnetka. And guess who Jacki Sundheim's husband is? Bruce Sundheim, Director of Global Operations of CME, *Chicago Mercantile Exchange*, the world's largest financial derivatives exchange. Ho-hum, just a coincidence, right?

And it is now being reported that Crimo was actually a worker at Abbott Labs. This truthninja315 account won't be up at Twitter very long, so hurry over before they delete him. Clock is ticking. [Later: or maybe not, since Ninja is also spinning, selling mass shootings as real and Donald Trump as the answer to everything.]

So Crimo's “uncle” lied about him being unemployed. Abbott is based in nearby Abbott Park, IL, so this is not really surprising. It's founder is Wallace Calvin Abbott. Do you remember what the name of the father of the Texas Governor was who we linked to the Uvalde event? Governor Greg Abbott is the son of Calvin Abbott. So there may be some connection between these two recent events. Cousins, as usual. Do you remember what we found in my paper *Abbie Hoffman*? His name is short for Abbott Hoffman, and Hoffman isn't even his birth name. His birthname is Abbott Howard, and he is both an Abbott and a Howard. And I guess you remember where that story took place? Also Chicago, the trial of the Chicago 8.

We have seen that these big Pharma companies really need eyes off them right now, so you see how they do it. They have some agent fire a few blanks into a crowd, other agents fall down and pretend to be injured, they report some fake deaths and cancel a bunch of events to create fear, and it is done. Why does anyone think this would be difficult? Anyone who has seen a Hollywood movie knows it is easy-peasy. They just hit the sell-it-as-real button instead of the sell-it-as-a-movie button. Even those on the ground are fooled, and most will scream and run off, telling the story of horror themselves.
Also worth pointing out is that the big baby formula facility that shut down in Michigan is an Abbott facility. Abbott is also part of the US/Ukraine Business Council, working with the Bidens. So they appear to be in this up to their necks.

Next we have this photo published with a story by Lilli Martini at *DailyBeast*. That is supposed to be a picture of her after getting shot in the face by Crimo. See a problem? It's fake blood. Anyone can see that. Real blood looks nothing like that. Any guy who has ever cut himself shaving—which would be everyone over 16—knows that blood doesn't drip like that, run like that, smear like that, or dry like that. That fake blood is way too watery. Plus, her story doesn't make any sense. This 18-year-old girl, after being shot in the face, took time out to upload photos of her injuries, call for more gun control, and reassure us that she is not a crisis actor. OK. She forgot to tell us she is also not Jewish and not related to anyone else in the event. Is that Lillith Martini? What a sad life she has ahead of her, eh?

There's something there you missed. Look closer for our game of the day and then I will tell you.

The Apple Corp earring. We saw in *my paper on John Lennon* that Apple is not the logo for the computer company or the record company, it is the logo for... Intelligence. It is the signal here. The apple is the symbol of forbidden knowledge, remember? Knowledge=Intelligence=Intel.
That's the next level down the rabbithole here, with Crimo dressed as a woman right after the shooting, we are told to evade notice. But more importantly it flips the tranny theme going on right now, from good to bad. As I told you, this event was run by an opposing team. It gets eyes off Big Pharma and Big Finance, but it blackwashes Dem storylines, including LGBT.

**Update July 7:** We will return in a moment to the July 4 Fake, but Glenn Greenwald was in headlines today. If you thought that, despite being gay and Jewish, Greenwald was some kind of white hat because he has been tapped to say a lot of things right currently (like Tucker Carlson), you may want to revisit that opinion. He is misdirecting just like Infowars and the rest. He claimed the Hunter Biden laptop story was the biggest media fraud of the past decade. Really Glenn? Bigger than the Covid/Vaccine fraud? I was not aware that millions of people were dropping dead from Hunter Biden's laptop. I was not aware that people were killing themselves, developing mental problems, and going into therapy from Hunter Biden's laptop. I was not aware that trillions had been soaked from treasuries worldwide due to Hunter Biden's laptop.

Vaccine promotion has to be number one on that list, but it may soon be surpassed by the controlled destruction of worldwide economies and food chains. The killer vaccines appear to be just the first step in the “soft murder” of one or two billion people worldwide, to force us to meet population goals put in effect by the Phoenicians, as well as to punish us for not believing all their previous lies. They told us before that if we questioned any of their economic policies, called them thieves, or pushed back in any way, they would implode the world's economies, and that is exactly what they appear to be doing. This
is the spanking they promised if we didn't agree to be good little slaves. But you know what? I haven't felt anything. I already didn't have a job, a house, a family, a girlfriend, a bank account, or anything else before they started punishing us. I had and have nothing to lose, which is why I can do what I do. So I say bring it on. The more you attack us the sooner and harder we will fight back, and the sooner the revolution will come. If you think you are invincible, keep it up. Stay the course, please, because I see where it is leading. It is leading to everyone being like me, and I guarantee you don't want that.

First it was the truckers and now it is the farmers, revolting worldwide. You are going to have to join them sooner or later, so why not do it now?

But back to the news. I now think Bobby Crimo III doesn't exist at all. Neither Intelius nor Instantcheckmate have ever heard of him. Neither has MyLife. All three places only have listings for Robert Crimo I and II, ages 88 and 58. More evidence is that we should be able to go to Robert Crimo's obituary from just 3 years ago, since until recently it was posted at several sites. But all those pages have recently been deleted. Why? I will tell you why: obituaries list survivors, and Bobby III is not on that list. This guy we are looking at in the headlines isn't the son of Robert Crimo II. He is probably just some actor chosen for his looks.

I also found a Yahoo News story that contradicts itself in spectacular fashion, possibly on purpose. It says police were called to the Crimo home in 2019 when Bobby threatened to kill everyone inside. But then a couple of paragraphs later it says Crimo was “not known to law enforcement” before the July 4 event. Well which is it? There we also learn that Crimo II has hired R. Kelly's defense attorney Steve Greenberg. Because he did such a good job with Kelly, right? I have a guest writer working on the R. Kelly story, and he will show it is yet another fake. Which again tells us this Crimo story is just another in the web of lies we are currently being told.

I also found in research today that the Crimos are also Emanuels, being more indication they are Jewish. See Findagrave, where Crimo's grandmother is an Emanuel. Crimo II's uncle is military, though no rank is listed on his tombstone. However, he and his wife are buried at Abraham Lincoln National Cemetery.

Also interesting is that Crimo II had another uncle named Samuel Chubby Crimo, and in searching for him, I ran across a Sam Crimo who composed the music for Bobby Crimo's video Awake. That would be Bobby's sister Sammy. There is another sister Lynette Pesina, which is strange: why did she take her mother's name? Even stranger: the big computers have never heard of Sammy, Samantha, or Sam Crimo of Highwood, Highland Park, or Chicago. According to some sources online, Sammy was a suspect in the shooting, not Bobby. So this is looking like the Sandy Hook story, where at first the shooter was Ryan Lanza, then it switched to his brother Adam Lanza, who was carrying Ryan's ID. Later it turned out Adam Lanza did not exist at all, they just fabricated him from old pictures of Ryan. So it looks like a similar thing is going on here, where they have added a sibling to the Crimo family. Several things could be going on: Sammy is a brother, not a sister, and he is playing the part of Bobby. So when Bobby hangs himself in jail or whatever, he can live on as Sammy. Or, that person we are seeing may be a transitioning to female, and she will hide out as a female named Sammy. Or, that person we are seeing may be a transitioning to female, and she will hide out as a female named Sammy next year. And there are other possibilities. But whatever the case may be, the Crimo's are in on it and are an Intel family of some sort. I am still following the military connections, which I am sure are there. Someone in that family links us to upper levels of some nearby military base. That is what we have always found.

Also of interest, I found that Crimo II also appears at IMDB, though very briefly. He is thanked by the
director of *Arch of Repose*, an art/dance film shot in Highland Park. So he has some hidden film connections. I thought at first he was thanked for use of his deli in a backdrop or something, but the film is shot in Millard Park. Robert Crimo Jr. has a page at IMDB, but it has been scrubbed down to white. So has the Wayback Machine.

IMDB also brings up Sheri Moon Zombie on a search for Crimo, but the name does not appear on her page. So the computer must know of something recently scrubbed off that page. She was Rob Zombie's wife. She was in a bunch of his horror movies, so there may be some connection to that. She was in *Lords of Salem*, just so you know. Like Celine Dion, she is now promoting skull clothing. Her mother may be a Crimo, since there is a missing slot for that on her bio page.

There is also a page for Denise Crimo at IMDB, but it has been scrubbed down to nothing. The Wayback Machine claims it has not archived that page. Convenient.